
This is governance under the law, respect for fundamental human rights, compliance with 

international law.

In the case of an aid to violate Immigration Control Act occurred in 2010, I did more 

criminal acts.

Do not dispose of businesses that illegally worked in the past as "illegal employment 

promotion crime"

Only foreigners who worked illegally were punished for "illegal work crimes" and were 

banished from the country,

We made up "third-party" assistant "who replaces the business operator of" illegal 

employment promotion crime "

In order to make it appear as if it had been disposed of equally, we criminalized a third 

party and banished illegal foreigners who were illegally employed as "imprisonment 

punishments" instead of being sentenced to fine.

The third person is Kin Gungaku "Kin Military School", a former subordinate who was 

supposedly accomplished with my (Nagano) who provided an employment contract to the 

former offender who will be hiring.

"Gold Military College" which was deemed to be accomplice with me is a special law which 

established for compliance with international law against a illegal act against Chinese illegal 

employment and which aimed at compliance with international law, It is not "illegal 

employment promotion crime"

Illegally provided "False Employment Agreement" so that the status of residence was easily 

obtained. So I was in Japan. I was illegally working because I was in Japan. In a causal 

relationship with,

I was imprisoned with imprisonment (imprisonment punishment) abusing "criminal sin" of 

criminal law which is the general law.

As far as I know, these incidents are criminalized not only by us but also by the Embassy of

the Philippines officials and diplomats in 2014 and under the same illegal logic "assistance 

crime" has been applied.

Since international law violation is taking place on a daily basis, please urgently respond.

So we will file a complaint against the UN High Commission office including this incident.
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